The dynamics of recurrent inhibition.
A heuristic model for the dynamics of recurrent inhibition, emphasizing non-linearities arising from the stoichiometry of transmitter-receptor interactions and time delays due to finite feedback pathway transmission times, is developed and analyzed. It is demonstrated that variation in model parameters may lead to the existence of multiple steady states, and the local stability of these are analyzed as well as the occurrence of switching behaviour between them. As an example of the applicability of this model, parameters are estimated for the hippocampal mossy fibre-CA3 pyramidal cell-basket cell complex. Numerically simulated responses of this system to alterations in presynaptic drive and titration of inhibitory transmitter receptors by penicillin are presented. Numerical simulations indicate the existence of multiple bifurcations between periodic solutions, as well as the existence of bifurcations to chaotic solutions, as presynaptic drive and receptor density are varied. It is hypothesized that the model offers insight into the sequences of events recorded in single CA3 pyramidal cells following the application of penicillin, a specific inhibitory receptor blocking agent.